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Porting Commercial WhiteBox NOS to new Chipset from multiple ODMs

1. Introduction
This document describes the project undertaken by PalC Networks for one of their esteemed client to
port their commercial whitebox Open Compute NOS (Network Operating System) to a new chipset for
Data Centre deployment, which has 64 ports, and provide overall throughput of 3.2Tbps.

1.1.

Requirement

Port Open-Compute NOS on to a new chipset [ASIC].
a. Develop ASIC interfacing layer to program and manage the protocol stack[NOS].
b. Develop Chassis-management module for the whitebox platform.

1.2.

Hardware Architecture

The below diagram shows the high-level mechanical design of the Open Compute switch. The main
components of the Open-Compute-switch include a CPU(x86_architecture) and a NPU-ASIC. Other
peripherals on the platform includes input power with redundant power modules, front panel ports,
console & management ports (RJ45), System LEDs and a USB interfaces as described in the figure 2. It
also includes the status indicators including per port LEDs and housekeeping interfaces.
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2. NOS Platform Architecture
The below diagram represents the high-level overview of the NOS architecture.

3. Network Architecture
This section talks about the deployment models and network architectures where the NOS and OCP
switch would be in use. This includes Data Center Leaf-Spine architecture with the DUT acting as both
leaf and spine switch.

3.1.

Leaf-Spine Deployment

Leaf-spine is a two-layer network topology composed of leaf switches and spine switches. Leaf-spine is a
two-layer data center network topology that's useful for data centers that experience more east-west
network traffic than north-south traffic. The topology is composed of leaf switches (to which servers and
storage connect) and spine switches (to which leaf switches connect). Leaf switches mesh into the spine,
forming the access layer that delivers network connection points for servers.
Every leaf switch in a leaf-spine architecture connects to every switch in the network fabric. No matter
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which leaf switch a server is connected to, it has to cross the same number of devices every time it
connects to another server. (The only exception is when the other server is on the same leaf.) This
minimizes latency and bottlenecks because each payload only has to travel to a spine switch and
another leaf switch to reach its endpoint. Spine switches have high port density and form the core of the
architecture.
A leaf-spine topology can be layer 2 or layer 3 depending upon whether the links between the leaf and
spine layer will be switched or routed. In a layer 2 leaf-spine design, Transparent Interconnection of Lots
of Links or shortest path bridging takes the place of spanning-tree. All hosts are linked to the fabric and
offer a loop-free route to their Ethernet MAC address through a shortest-path-first computation. In a
layer 3 design, each link is routed. This approach is most efficient when virtual local area networks are
sequestered to individual leaf switches or when a network overlay, like VXLAN, is working.

The leaf-spine networks scale very simply, just adding switches incrementally as growth is needed, but
they do have some natural sweet spots. For example, since a 32 port spine switch can connect to 32 leaf
switches, a natural pod size might be 32 racks of servers with 2 tiers of switching, serving around 1500
10/25GbE servers
If you need a larger network, you would deploy these leaf/spine switches in “Pods” that would
represent a logical building block that you could easily replicate as needed. In each Pod, you would
reserve half of the spine ports for connecting to a super-spine which would allow for non-blocking
connectivity between Pods. A best practice in leaf/spine topologies with a lot of east/west traffic is to
keep everything non-blocking above the leaf switches
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The Leaf-spine architecture provides







Better fabric performance with ECMP tuning
Non-disruptive failover
Hitless upgrades
Automated provisioning
Stretching VLANS & multi-tenant security using VxLAN
Simple IP Mobility

4. Approach
We understood the customer requirement and discussed with the customer about the list of features to
be ported for the given use case. Once the use case was understood we worked on the following work
items.
a) The NOS was running on a Debian7 based OS. Since the platform CPU doesn't have support for
linux kernel version 3.x, we upgraded the NOS to run on Debian 9 with linux kernel 4.x kernel.
b) Bring-up all the system features running on the management interface, for Eg., SSH, Telnet,
SNMP, Netconf, NTP.
c) Develop the hardware interfacing layer to program and manage the chipset from the control
plane.
a. Configure the PHY and customize the chip configuration for the platform.
b. Initialize the board, different tables, interfaces on the chip for the platform.
c. Develop the chasis management module to manage all the peripheral devices in the
board like fan, led, power supply, temperature sensor etc.
d. Port L2 features
e. Port L3 (IPv4, Ipv6) features
f. Port ACL & QoS
g. Port VxLAN feature
h. Port DCB features
d) Feature Testing
a. Test the features individually
b. Test the use case.

5. Supported Features
Below is the list of features, which we had supported for the Leaf-spine deployment.
L2 Features:


STP/RSTP/MSTP



BPDU Guard and Root Guard



LACP



LLDP



Routed VLAN Interface



Multi-chassis LAG



Uplink
Failure
Trigger Fail-over



VXLAN with EVPN

Detection

and
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L3-Features :


IPv4 Routing



VRF Support



RIP v2



BFD and support over BGP, OSPF, ISIS



BGP 4



OSPF v2



OSPFv3



VRRP

Data-Center-Feature:
 DCBX, PFC and ETS support
System-Features:


ONIE Support



Chassis Management



UFT extended table size support



Multiple load sharing options



Ingress/Egress Filters



ARP/Proxy-ARP support



DHCP Snooping



DHCP Relay



RADIUS



TACACS+



In-band management



Traffic Mirroring



Flow control support



SSH/SNMP



Role based CLI management and access



sFlow



Software Watchdog



Qos



Control Plane DOS protection and Errdisable



Debugging and Logging Support



Management VRF



Software upgrade via management interface

6. GLOSSARY
BFD
CE
H&S
MNGT
PE

Bidirectional Forwarding Detection
Customer Edge
Hub & Spoke
Management
Provider Edge
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